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OSCAR
W I L D
The history of Hollywood is very much intertwined with that of American
Jewry: many of the founders of the big studios were Jewish, among them the
Warner brothers, Columbia’s Harry Cohn, Fox’s William Fox, Paramount’s Adolph
Zukor and MGM’s Louis B Mayer. With the Oscars, Mayer’s brainchild, upon us
once more, Alexandra Roach takes a look at this year’s Jewish nominees.

Bruce Cohen
Best Picture, Silver Linings Playbook

PRODUCER Bruce Cohen has forged
a career by picking winners. Whether
it’s the cuttingly black American
Beauty, for which he won the Best
Picture gong in 1999, or the multiaward winning Milk, Cohen has a
nose for a smash.
In 2013 he’s at it again with the offbeat romantic comedy Silver Linings
Playbook, which has garnered him a
nod in the Best Picture category.
Directed by David O Russell,
whose father is Jewish, it has attracted
praise from critics and audiences
alike.
This quirky and poignant film is
about Pat (Bradley Cooper), a man
with bipolar disorder, who has been
released from an institution into the
care of his parents (Robert De Niro
and Jacki Weaver). Determined to
reconcile with his estranged wife, Pat
befriends a young widow (Jennifer
Lawrence), who has her own
neuroses.

Steven Spielberg
Best Director; Best Picture, Lincoln

FEW directors have been brave
enough to tackle the sacrosanct subject matter of America’s most venerated president Abraham Lincoln –
but then few directors are as ambitious as Steven Spielberg.
The two-time Best Director winner
– for Schindler’s List in 1994 and
Saving Private Ryan in 1999 – and 15time Oscar nominee has brought
Lincoln’s struggle to pass the 13th
amendment of the US constitution,
Bradley Cooper (left) and
Robert De Niro in the Oscar
nominated Silver Linings
Playbook.

which abolished slavery, to the silver
screen with stunning effect.
Spielberg is widely considered a
shoo-in to win Best Director, but this
supposed lack of competition is due
to two of the most discussed Oscar
snubs of recent years occurring in this
category this year. Neither Kathryn
Bigelow nor Ben Affleck were nominated for their work on Best Picture
nominees for Zero Dark Thirty and
Argo respectively.

Grant Heslov
Best Picture, Argo

ONCE famous merely for being
George Clooney’s best friend, Grant
Heslov has more than come into his
own as a screenwriter and producer.
With Argo’s nomination for Best
Picture, Heslov now has four Oscar
nods to his credit, including Best
Picture for Good Night and Good Luck
(for which he and Clooney also
received a Best Original Screenplay
nomination).
Argo is seen as a strong contender
for Best Picture and there’s a good
chance Heslov and his producing
partners Clooney and the film’s director and star Ben Affleck may walk
away with the Oscar on February 24,
having swept Oscar predictors the
Golden Globes, the BAFTAs, the
Directors Guild of America Awards
and many other award pools.

Daniel Day-Lewis
Best Actor, Lincoln

PHRASES like “the greatest screen
actor of his generation” are often
bandied about to describe Daniel

Day-Lewis, a famously committed
thespian who has notched up five
Oscar nominations and two wins to
date.
A method actor to the end, DayLewis won his first Oscar for Best
Actor in 1989 for his portrayal of
cerebral-palsy sufferer Christy Brown
in My Left Foot. Day-Lewis’s dedication to the role saw him remain incharacter all day, staying hunched in
his character’s wheelchair.
For his role in Lincoln, Day-Lewis
requested a year in preparation time
from Spielberg. The actor read more
than 100 books about Abraham
Lincoln, worked extensively with
make-up designers to achieve a look
as authentic as possible, and carefully
modulated his voice.
Day-Lewis is an odds-on favourite
to win, despite strong competition.

Daniel Day-Lewis has been
nominated in the Best
Actor category for his star
turn in Steven Spielberg's
Lincoln.

Joaquin Phoenix
Best Actor, The Master

JOAQUIN Phoenix, younger brother
of the late River Phoenix, who died
tragically at the age of 23, has always
been an intense – sometimes unsettling – screen presence. A wide-ranging talent capable of bringing the
most complex, multi-layered characters to life, Phoenix’s turn in The
Master was a revelation.
Three-time Oscar nominee
Phoenix plays Freddie, a World War II
veteran with crippling post-traumatic
stress disorder and dangerous addictions to alcohol and sex, who becomes
caught up with a Scientology-like religious sect known as The Cause.
A powerhouse performance like

this is often snidely referred to as
“Oscar bait”, but Phoenix faces some
tough competition, namely from his
fellow half-Jewish category mate
Daniel Day-Lewis and Hugh
Jackman, nominated for their roles in
Lincoln
and
Les
Miserables
respectively.

Alan Arkin
Best Supporting Actor, Argo

AS an acid-tongued movie producer
assisting the CIA’s efforts to rescue six
Americans trapped in Iran as the
1979 revolution rages around them,
Jewish actor Alan Arkin may only
have 10 or so minutes of screen time
in Ben Affleck’s Argo, but he makes it
count.
While Arkin gives a truly memorable performance that would do the
movie moguls that founded
Hollywood proud, many pundits are
predicting a win for Tommy Lee
Jones, who is nominated for Lincoln,
with Oscar heavy-hitter Robert De
Niro, nominated for Silver Linings
Playbook, also in the mix.
But Arkin is already a four-time
Oscar nominee and one-time winner:
he won Best Supporting Actor in
2006 for his darkly funny turn as a
heroin-addicted grandfather in Little
Miss Sunshine.

Mark Boal
Best Picture; Best Adapted Screenplay,
Zero Dark Thirty

HAVING walked away victorious
from the 2010 Oscars with Best
Original Screenplay and Best Picture
for the multi-award winning The
Hurt Locker, some pundits believe
lightning will strike twice for Zero
Dark Thirty screenwriter and producer Mark Boal.
While Kathryn Bigelow was controversially overlooked for a Best
Director nomination – she made history in 2010 when she became the
first woman to win the award – her
brilliant retelling of the hunt for
Osama bin Laden is among the
favourites.
While some industry bets are on
Argo or Lincoln walking away with the
prize, the stunning Zero Dark Thirty
is rated an outside chance. The same
can be said for Boal’s chances of snagging Best Adapted Screenplay.
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Also in the hunt
Best Adapted Screenplay
Lincoln – Tony Kushner
Best Film Editing
Argo – William Goldenberg
Zero Dark Thirty – William Goldenberg
Lincoln – Michael Kahn

